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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the compactions of the elasto-plastic and the visco-plastic granular assemblies are simulated using the
finite element method. Governing equations for motion and deformation for particles, including coupling of rigid body
motion and deformation for deformable bodies, are investigated. An implicit discrete element method for block systems
is developed to make visco-plastic analysis for the assemblies. Among particles, three different contact types, cohering,
rubbing and sliding, are taken into account. To verify accuracy and efficiency of the numerical method, some numerical
example is simulated and the results are in a satisfactory agreement with the solutions in literatures. The effects of frictional condition, the initial solid volume ratio, the number of particles in the assembly, and different types of compacttion on the compaction of the elasto-plastic and the visco-plastic aggregates are investigated. It is demonstrated that the
effect of frictional condition, the initial solid volume ratio, the number of particles in the assembly, and different types
of compaction on the global behavior of the elasto-plastic the visco-plastic granular assemblies under compacting are
considerable. The numerical model is extended to simulate the compaction of aggregates consisting of mixed particles
of different viscous incompressible materials. It is indicated that, with minor modification, the method could be used in
a variety of problems that can be represented using granular media, such as asphalt, polymers, aluminum, snow, food
product, etc.
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1. Introduction
Researches focused on particulate materials were developed rapidly in the past 20 years. In the 1990s, basic
physics of particle material characteristics were described in detail by Jaeger and Nagel [1], and fundamental theory of mechanics of granular materials was developed. At the same time, the load distribution for twodimensional aggregates compaction was studied by Luding [2]. For the issue of the particle shape, two-dimensional quasi-static analysis for circular particle compression state was made by Bashir and Goddard [3]. The frictional pressure of oval particles was taken into account in
theoretical analysis and numerical simulation by Tzaferopoulos [4]. Coppersmith et al. [5] studied the problem
of bead-like particles model. Matuttis [6] simulated twodimensional hexagonal particle under distributed loading.
Satake [7] presented a random distribution method to
define particle position based on theoretical and numerical analysis. Emeriault et al. [8] proposed a uniform
method to create a structure consisting of the oval-shaped
particles. Antony et al. [9] investigated limit state of
compression and impact of aggregates consisting of the
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

flat round, round and elongated spherical particles. It was
demonstrated that the effect of particle shape on the final
result was little. The same particle samples under different pressure distribution were studied. In the final state of
compression of the particles, it was indicated that the
shape and distribution of particles had little effect on the
global elastic deformation resulted from rigid body
movement of particles.
In addition, some scholars have begun to investigate
compaction of particles of non-spherical shape. Wu [10]
simulated compaction of adhesive polygonal particles in
different size. A step-by-step incremental numerical
model was developed to simulate the compaction of
granular system of non-spherical nonlinear visco-plastic
particles. The nonlinear visco-plastic constitutive law of
each particle was derived based on the generalized
Maxwell model that the material property of each element was treated as a series connection of a linear elastic
matter to the other nonlinear visco-plastic media. The
mesh upgrade scheme, consisting of contact detection
algorithms, mesh update algorithms, concave four-node
element modification, and locking prevention subroutine,
was generated based on a mixed triangular and quadricOJCE
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lateral mesh system [11,12]. However, these researches
only focused on a perfectly plastic material and the use
of particle equations for the nonlinear viscous process
was not taken into account.
In this paper, uni-axial compaction of two-dimensional
mixed non-linear viscous polygonal particles is examined.
A numerical model is developed to anatomize the problem. It provides a theoretical basis and numerical model
for engineering design related to particulate matter. This
research mainly includes the following four sections.
First of all, a non-linear numerical model is established
to analyze amass made up of elastic-plastic and viscoplastic particles under densification. Secondly, This method is applied to analyze the relationship between stress
and density of the metal powder or asphalt material during the process of compaction in different directions.
Next, the effects of the distribution of particles, particle
density throughout the structure, particle size and shape,
and friction among particles on the stress distribution of
the entire structure are inspected. Finally, the defects and
limitations of the numerical model are examined to establish a better model.

2. Geometrically Nonlinear Finite Element
Formulations
The incremental finite element method is usually used to
solve geometrically nonlinear problems. The main purpose is to identify speed, displacement, stress, strain and
other parameters of kinematics and static of objects in a
series of discrete time points. Assume that all variables at
time t are known, all solutions of the problem can be
obtained by solving all parameters at time t + t and repeating the procedure. For the incremental method, and
the principle of virtual work at time t + t can be expressed as
t t
t
t t
W  t t tt
dS
t tk  uk
S
(1)
t
t t
 t tV  tt
dV ,
t f k  uk
where t+tW is the virtual work of the loading at time t +
t
t. δuk is virtual displacement at time t + t. tt
t f k and
t t
t
are
body
force
and
surface
traction
at
time
t + t,
t t k
respectively. t tV , t t S and t t  are volume area
and density of the object at time t + t, respectively.
After linearization, the total Lagrangian formulation
can be written as
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The updated Lagrangian formulation can be written as
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If the isoparametric element is used for solving the discrete domain, the coordinates of each element and the
displacement of its nodes can be interpolated as follows.
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(4)

where t xik is the component of node k at time t in i direction, t uik is the displacement component of node k at
time t in i direction. N k is the shape function of node k.
n is the number of nodes.
Substitution of Equations (3) and (4) to Equation (2)
yields the total Lagrangian formulation given as



t
0



K L  0t K NL u 

t t

Q  0t F ,

(5)

where u is nodal incremental displacement vector.
t
t
t
0 K L , 0 K NL and 0 F can be expressed as
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e

e

here 0t BL and 0t BNL are the transformation matrix of
linear strain 0 eij and nonlinear strain 0ij , respectively.
t
t ˆ
0 D is the constitutive matrix. 0 S and 0 S is the second Piola-Kirchhoff stress matrix and vector, respectively. All of these parameters are measured from the
initial configuration corresponding to the shape and position at time t.
Using the modified Newton-Raphson iteration, sufficiently accurate solution of Equation (9) can be obtained.
That is
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written as
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Similarly, subsititution of Equations (6)-(8) to Equation (3) yields the updated Lagrangian formulation given
as
OJCE
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here tt BL and tt BNL are transformation matrix of linear
strain t eij and nonlinear strain tij , respectively. t D is
constitutive matrix. t and tˆ are Cauchy stress matrix and vector, respectively. All of these parameters are
measured from the current configuration corresponding
to the shape and position at time t.
Using the modified Newton-Raphson iteration, sufficiently accurate solution of Equation (16) can be obtained. That is
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3. Finite Element Methods for Contact
Problems
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 t tWLr  t tWIr  t tWcr   0

where t tWL , t tWI and t tWc are the virtual work
of external forces, inertial forces and contact forces loaded on the configuration at time t  t , respectively.
If there is friction between two contact surfaces, the
virtual work is expressed as
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and the total Lagrangian formulation in matrix form can
be given as
M t t u 
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where QL is equivalent nodal loading vector.
For sticking situation, the Lagrangian multiplier model
can be written in T.L. form as
 tK  tK
M t t u   0 L T0 NL
K c


K c   u 
  t t 
0   

 t tQL  0t F 


t g



(22)

in U.L. form,
K c   u 
  t t 
0   

 t t QL  tt F 


t g



(23)

For sliding situation, the Lagrangian multiplier model
can be written in T.L. form as

In the contact problems, the interfacial conditions between two objects can be classified into two types, touch
and separation. And the situations of touch can also be
classified into two types, sticking and sliding. Assuming
the object A and the object B as the two domains, the
equivalent principle of virtual displacement can be expressed as
t t

For the situation without friction, we can let   0 to
get the corresponding equation.
Next, the corresponding finite element models are generated as follows. The total Lagrangian formulation in
matrix form can be given as

 tK  tK
M t t u   t L Tt NL
K c


where
t t
t t
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in U.L. form,
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Similarly, using the penalty method, the corresponding
finite element formulation in matrix form can be written
in T.L. form as
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plastic analyses for assembles of three types of asphalt
are made to offer some reference data for asphalt Industry.

where
nc
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K c    K c k , uc    uc k ,
k 1

t t
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Q c  
k 1

k 1



t t



(28)

5.1. The Elasto-Plastic Analysis

Q c .
k

4. Verification
Compaction of the rigid elliptical particles has been simulated by Tzaferopoulos [4]. In this section, one of his
numerical examples is simulated using the present numerical model. Results of both models are in a satisfactory
agreement.
The finite element mesh of the numerical example is
presented. Since in the original literature particles are set
to be of rigid body. The elastic modulus in the numerical
model is set as 2 × 1010 MPa, and Poisson’s ratio 0.5. At
the same time, the friction coefficient of contacts among
25 particles is set to be 0.1. Relation of particles to the
surrounding rigid surface is set as contact state. The
boundaries on the side and the bottom are fixed. The
boundary on the top goes down in uniform velocity until
it can not continue going down.
Final configurations from the present numerical model
and literature are shown in Figure 1. It is indicated that
final positions of particles are a little bit different between two results. However, layout and location of particles are very close to literature especially on the circled
areas. It is demonstrated that the present numerical model
is accurate and efficient.

5. Numerical Experiments
In this section, first of all, elasto-plastic analyses of aluminum granular materials are made using the proposed
numerical model to get some properties of behavior of
the aggregates in the compaction process. Next, viscoplastic analyses of asphalt aggregates are made to investtigate the global constitutive law. Then, mixed visco-

A series of elasto-plastic analyses of aluminum granular
materials are made using the proposed numerical model
to get some rules in the compaction process. The linear
hardening elastic-plastic model is used as material model
in the cases of temperature from 20˚C to 250˚C. It can be
simplified to the ideal elastic-plastic model at temperature higher than 250˚C. The stress-strain relation of aluminum alloy at 250˚C is given in Table 1. In the elastic
section elastic modulus is 64.1 GPa, and Poisson’s ratio
0.3.
The compaction for two-dimensional assembly of 20
particles is simulated. The particles are placed on the
border of 1 meter square in area. The initial grain boundary area is around 65% of the total area. The simulation
is regarded as a plane strain calculation. The compactions
of two-dimensional aggregates of twenty particles can be
classified as three types, the lateral compaction, the vertical compaction, and the bi-axial compaction. Friction
between particles and wall is neglected. The inward
movement of walls is of 10 mm/s in velocity. Relationship of the wall pressure to solid ratio is obtained.
5.1.1. The Lateral Compaction
In this simulation, the total loading time is set to be 40 s,
with a total of 130 time steps. In the 124th step, the assembly is compacted to 98.43% of the initial area. The
compaction process is shown in Figure 2.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between the wall pressure and the solid ratio. The value of lateral pressure begins to increase when the solid ratio is about 0.77. A
large increase in slope occurs when the solid ratio is
close to 1. When the solid ratio is 98.43%, the average
values of the left and right wall pressure is 290 MPa, and
the one of the top and bottom wall pressure 224.8 MPa.
For the same solid ratio, the left-right pressure is less
than the up-down pressure. At the same time, it is shown
that the curve is oscillated rather than smooth. It is resulted from the complex interaction among the particles.
5.1.2. The Vertical Compaction
In this simulation, the total loading time is set to be 50 s,
with a total of 170 time steps. In the 128th step, the assembly is compacted to 97.90% of the initial area. The
Table 1. The stress-strain relation of aluminum alloy at
250˚C.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Final configurations from (a) literature and (b)
the present numerical model.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Strain (%)

0

0.11

0.31

0.87

1.60

Stress (MPa)

0

70.5

111.2

129.1

130.2
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Y

(a)

(b)

Y

(c)

(d)

Figure 2. The process of the lateral compaction at: (a) The first time step; (b) The 85th time step; (c) The 113th time step; (d)
The 124th time step.

Figure 3. The relationship between the wall pressure and the solid ratio.
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compaction process is shown in Figure 4.
Figure 5 shows the relationship between the wall pressure and the solid ratio. The value of lateral pressure begins to increase when the solid ratio is about 0.79. A
large increase in slope occurs when the solid ratio is
close to 1. When the solid ratio is 97.9%, the average
values of the left and right wall pressure is 290.8 MPa,
and the one of the top and bottom wall pressure 228.9
MPa. For the same solid ratio, the left-right pressure is
less than the up-down pressure. At the same time, it is
shown that the curve is oscillated rather than smooth. It is
resulted from the complex interaction among the particles.

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the wall pressure and the solid ratio. The value of lateral pressure begins to increase when the solid ratio is about 0.79. A
large increase in slope occurs when the solid ratio is close
to 1. When the solid ratio is 99.37%, the values of the left
wall pressure is 290.9 Mpa, the one of the right wall
pressure is 309.9 MPa, the one of the top wall pressure is
280.3 MPa, and the one of the bottom wall pressure is
297.2 MPa. For the same solid ratio, the left-right pressure is less than the up-down pressure. At the same time,
it is shown that the curve is oscillated rather than smooth.
It is resulted from the complex interaction among the
particles.

5.1.3. The Biaxial Compaction
In this simulation, the total loading time is set to be 40 s,
with a total of 130 time steps. In the 89th step, the assembly is compacted to 99.37% of the initial area. The
compaction process is shown in Figure 6.

5.2. The Visco-Plastic Analysis
In this section, a series of visco-plastic analyses of asphalt aggregates are made to investigate the global constitutive law. Here asphalt is used as the granular matter.

Y

Y

(a)

(b)

Y

(c)

Y

(d)

Figure 4. The process of the vertical compaction at: (a) The first time step; (b) The 82nd time step; (c) The 113th time step; (d)
The 128th time step.
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Figure 5. The relationship between the wall pressure and the solid ratio.

Y

(a)

Y

(b)

Y

(c)

Y

(d)

Figure 6. The process of the vertical compaction at: (a) The first time step; (b) The 61st time step; (c) The 78th time step; (d)
The 89th time step.
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Figure 7. The relationship between the wall pressure and the solid ratio.

For the asphalt mixture, the visco-plastic strain is accumulated under cyclic loading. Generally, it is difficult to
distinguish between visco-elastic and visco-plastic parts.
And visc-oelastic properties can be changed under cyclic
loading. Creep model is given as

c  A  T
n

cm

p

 qt  .
q 1

Creep

Elastic

A

m

n

p

q

E/MPa



0 5.15  108

0

0.826

0

0.22

526

0.5

(29)

Parameters of the asphalt material properties are listed
in Table 2.
Compaction for two-dimensional assembly of 16 particles is simulated. The particles are placed on the border
of 1 meter square in area. The initial grain boundary area
is around 80% of the total area. The simulation is regarded as a plane strain calculation. The compactions of
two-dimensional aggregates of 16 particles can be classified as three types, the lateral compaction, the vertical
compaction, and the two-way compaction. Large deflecttion and large strain are taken into account in the process
of the compaction. The large deflection and large strain
operators are set in the calculation here. Meanwhile, to
ensure the convergence of computation, all deformed
meshes are generated adaptively. Friction between particles and wall is neglected. The inward movement of
walls is of 10 mm/s in velocity. Relationship of the wall
pressure to solid ratio is obtained.
5.2.1. The Lateral Compaction
In this simulation, the total loading time is set to be 43 s,
with a total of 118 time steps. In the 55th step, the assembly is compacted to 99.13% of the initial area. The
compaction process is shown in Figure 8.
Figure 9 shows the relationship between the wall pressure and the solid ratio. The value of lateral pressure begins to increase when the solid ratio is about 0.86. A
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Table 2. Parameters of the asphalt material properties.

large increase in slope occurs when the solid ratio is
close to 1. When the solid ratio is 99.13%, the average
values of the left and right wall pressure is 128.4 MPa,
and the one of the top and bottom wall pressure 62.5
MPa. For the same solid ratio, the left-right pressure is
less than the up-down pressure.
5.2.2. The Vertical Compaction
In this simulation, the total loading time is set to be 43 s,
with a total of 118 time steps. In the 55th step, the assembly is compacted to 99.19% of the initial area. The
compaction process is shown in Figure 10.
Figure 11 shows the relationship between the wall
pressure and the solid ratio. The value of lateral pressure
begins to increase when the solid ratio is about 0.86. A
large increase in slope occurs when the solid ratio is
close to 1. When the solid ratio is 99.19%, the average
values of the left and right wall pressure is 162.7.4 MPa,
and the one of the top and bottom wall pressure 97.5
MPa. For the same solid ratio, the left-right pressure is
less than the up-down pressure.
5.2.3. The Biaxial Compaction
In this simulation, the total loading time is set to be 43 s,
with a total of 197 time steps. In the 49th step, the assembly is compacted to 99.28% of the initial area. The
compaction process is shown in Figure 12.
OJCE
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Y

Y

(a)

(b)

Y

(c)

Y

(d)

Figure 8. The process of the lateral compaction at: (a) The first time step; (b) The 33rd time step; (c) The 45th time step; (d)
The 55th time step.

Figure 9. The relationship between the wall pressure and the solid ratio.
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Y

(a)

Y

(b)

Y

Y

(c)

(d)

Figure 10. The process of the vertical compaction at: (a) The first time step; (b) The 32nd time step; (c) The 45th time step; (d)
The 55th time step.

Figure 11. The relationship between the wall pressure and the solid ratio.
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Y

Y

(a)

(b)

Y

(c)

Y

(d)

Figure 12. The process of the lateral compaction at: (a) The first time step; (b) The 22nd time step; (c) The 40th time step; (d)
The 49th time step.

Figure 13 shows the relationship between the wall
pressure and the solid ratio. The value of lateral pressure
begins to increase when the solid ratio is about 0.86. A
large increase in slope occurs when the solid ratio is
close to 1. When the solid ratio is 99.28%, the values of
the left wall pressure is 143.1 Mpa, the one of the right
wall pressure is 146.1 MPa, the one of the top wall pressure is 132.9 MPa, and the one of the bottom wall pressure is 142.4 MPa. For the same solid ratio, the left-right
pressure is less than the up-down pressure.

5.3. The Mixed Visco-Plastic Analysis
In this section, a series of mixed visco-plastic analyses
for assembles of three types of asphalt are made to offer
some reference data for asphalt industry. Three types of
asphalt materials are used for analysis. Parameters of the
material properties are shown in Table 3. Also Poisson
ratio is set as 0.5 to ensure incompressibility of asphalt at
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

high temperature and to provide the basis for error assessment.
Simulations made for compaction of 4 aggregates of
asphalt have same area but are arranged in different ways
shown in Figure 14. The simulation is regarded as a
plane strain problem. Large deflection and large strain
are taken into account in the process of the compaction.
The large deflection and large strain operators are set in
the calculation here. Meanwhile, to ensure the convergence of computation, all deformed meshes are generated
adaptively. Friction between particles and wall is neglected. The inward movement of walls is of 10 mm/s in
velocity. Relationship of the wall pressure to solid ratio
is obtained.
The relationships between pressure and solid ratio of 4
mixed aggregates are shown in Figure 15. It is indicated
that, in descending order of required compaction pressure,
the sequence is the first combination, the fourth combination, the third composition and second composition.
OJCE
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Figure 13. The relationship between the wall pressure and the solid ratio.
Table 3. Parameters of material properties of the three types of asphalts.
Creep

Elastic

Type
A

m

n

p

q

E/MPa



m1

5.15  108

0

0.826

0

0.221

526

0.5

m2

1.41  107

0

1.101

0

0.358

440

0.5

m3

6.28  10

0

1.073

0

0.324

420

0.5

8

m1

m1

m2

m2

m3

m3

(a)

(b)

m1

m1

m2

m2

m3

m3

(c)

(d)

Figure 14. Vertical compaction of 4 assemblies of asphalt: their initial and final configurations.
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Figure 15. The relationships between pressure and solid ratio of 4 mixed aggregates.

The result shows reasonableness and superiority of actual
road construction. It provides significant basis and reference for asphalt overlay industry.

sure difference among these 4 cases is about 15%. It is
demonstrated that the effect of the initial solid volume
ratio is significant.

6. Results and Discussions

6.3. The Influence of the Number of Particles in
the Assembly on the Compaction of the
Visco-Plastic Aggregates

6.1. The Effect of Friction on the Compaction of
the Elasto-Plastic Granular Assemblies
The effect of friction on the compaction of the elastoplastic aggregates is investigated in this section. In Figure 16, a comparison among cases of 4 different contact
conditions between particles, such as no friction, the friction factor is 0.1, the friction factor is 0.2, and sticking, is
made. It is indicated that the condition without friction
converges sooner than the other 3 cases. The reason
might be that in the case of no friction gets less frictional
energy loss. In general, the difference of pressure among
these cases is approximately 20% or so. It is demonstrated that the effect of friction on the global behavior of
the elasto-plastic granular assemblies under compacting
is considerable.

6.2. The Effect of the Initial Solid Volume Ratio
on the Compaction of the Visco-Plastic
Granular Assemblies
The effect of the initial solid volume ratio on the global
behavior of the visco-plastic granular assemblies under
compacting is studied in this section. In Figure 17, a
comparison among cases of 4 different initial solid volume ratios, such as 65%, 70%, 75%, and 80%, is made. It
is shown that the case of the initial solid volume ratio as
65% converges sooner than the other 3 cases. The presCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

The influence of the number of particles in the assembly
on the compaction of the visco-plastic aggregates is examined in this section. In Figure 18, a comparison among
assemblies of 4 different numbers of particles, such as
1-particle assembly, 4-particle assembly, 9-particle assembly, and 16-particle assembly, is made. It is shown
that the more particles the assembly has, the softer its
material property is. The pressure difference among these
4 cases is approximately 10%. It is demonstrated that the
effect of the number of particles of the assembly on the
global behavior of the visco-plastic aggregates is significant.

6.4. The Comparison of Different Types of
Compaction of the Elasto-Plastic Granular
Assemblies
The comparison of different types of compaction of the
elasto-plastic granular assemblies, such as vertical compaction, horizontal compaction and biaxial compaction,
is made, as shown in Figure 19. In general, the lateral
pressure at the biaxial compaction is around 10% higher
than the one at the horizontal compaction, and is approximately 40% higher than the one at the vertical compaction. It is demonstrated that the difference among
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Figure 16. A comparison among cases of 4 different contact conditions between particles is made.

Figure 17. A comparison among cases of 4 different initial solid volume ratios, such as 65%, 70%, 75%, and 80%, is made.

Figure 18. A comparison among assemblies of 4 different numbers of particles is made.

Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 19. A comparison of different types of compaction, such as vertical compaction, horizontal compaction and biaxial
compaction, is made.

different types of compaction is considerable.

6.5. Error Estimation
Error estimation is made for all simulations of compactions of the granular materials in this section. It is assumed that materials of the granular assemblies are incompressible. So one of the methods to estimate error of
analytical results is calculating the ratio of the change of
solid volume to the initial solid volume. In general, the
average of errors in this study is about 0.6%. It is demonstrated that the results of the numerical analyses are
acceptable and satisfactory.

7. Conclusions and Prospect
In this paper, the compactions of elasto-plastic and viscoplastic polygonal granular materials are simulated using
the finite element method. A couple of numerical experiments are made using the numerical model. Some new
discoveries are presented as follows. First of all, in the
simulation for the compaction of aggregates consising of
particles of a single elasto-plastic incompressible material, it is demonstrated that if the initial solid volume
ratios of the assemblies are the same, the more particles
there are, the more oscillated the pressure-density curve
is. But the general trend of the curve almost keeps the
same. When the solid volume ratio is close to 1, stress in
the biaxial compaction is around 15% lower than one in
the uni-axial compaction. The effect of initial solid volume ratio as well as the effect of friction among particles
on the stress-density relation is considerable. In addition,
in the simulation for the compaction of aggregates consisting of particles of a single viscous incompressible
material, if the initial volumes of the assemblies are the
same, when the solid volume ratio is close to 1, stress in
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

the biaxial compaction is around 40% lower than one in
the uni-axial compaction. Finally, the numerical model is
extended to simulate the compaction of aggregates consisting of mixed particles of different viscous incompressible materials. It is indicated that, with minor modification, the method could be used in a variety of problems that can be represented using granular media, such
as asphalt, polymers, aluminum, snow, food product, etc.
However, the number of particles in the granular assemblies presented in this paper is less than 25. To extend the proposed numerical model to analyze the behavior of large-scale granular systems, more studies on
multi-scale methods, statistical random sampling models
and stochastic simulations are necessary.
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